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Grips on both sides to prevent movement. Ideal for providing support,
stability and confidence during everyday activities and exercise
■   effective anti-slip material grips both sides without the need

for adhesive
■   can be cut to any size 
■   malleable so it can be fitted around various objects 
■   yellow (Y), red (R), blue (B), black (BLK), white (W), 

forest green (G), lime (LIM), pink (PNK), silver (S)

 50-1590     10" x 7¼"                                      17.50 
 50-1591     10" x 14"                                       27.50 
 50-1592     15" x 18"                                       50.00 
 50-1599     10" x 8" (4 ea) blue, yellow only   20.00 

 50-1595        5½" diameter  12.50 
 50-1596        7½" diameter  15.00 
 50-1597        8½" diameter *  17.50 
 50-1598        10" diameter *  20.00 
*8½" and 10" diameter circular pads available in yellow (Y), red (R) and blue (B) only

■   use where there might be a risk of
slipping  

■   use for increased stability

  50-1642 14" x 20", black  77.50 
 50-1641 18" x 24", gray (GRY)    110.00 

or blue (B) 

grips • holds • opens

■   grips at angles of up to 45 degrees 
■   mats for healthcare, home and leisure provide a secure surface to anchor

items such as cups, plates, tools, puzzles and note pads to table
■   extra stability during therapy or exercise can facilitate a variety of

coordination and spatial awareness exercises
■   yellow (Y), red (R), blue (B), black (BLK), forest green (G), 

lime (LIM), pink (PNK), silver (S)

 50-1503 8" x 16 yard roll  175.00 
 50-1500 8" x 10 yard roll  122.50 
 50-1518 8" x 5½ yard roll *  77.50 
 50-1501 8" x 6½ foot roll  32.50 
 50-1502 8" x 3¼ foot roll  22.50 

 50-1508 16" x 16 yard roll  260.00 
 50-1505 16" x 10 yard roll  190.00 
 50-1519 16" x 5½ yard roll *  110.00 
 50-1506 16" x 6½ foot roll  55.00 
 50-1507 16" x 3¼ foot roll  35.00 

 50-1509 roll rack dispenser**  70.00 

* available in yellow (Y), red (R) and blue (B) only
** fits up to 16" x 16 yards of any Dycem® roll

roll rack
dispenser

non-slip productsLife

     

™

circular table mats/pads rectangular table mats/pads floor mat

circular pad rectangular pad

GRIP™ non-slip lap boards and drink/mug holders

■   non-slip, but not sticky
■   durable, easy to clean and to disinfect
■   latex-free and waterproof
■   specify: blue (B), yellow (Y) or black (BLK)

 50-1750 Grip™ lap board 11x14" 40.00 

 60-1260 Grip™ drink holder  15.00 
 60-1261 Grip™ mug holder  15.00 

NEW

blue lap board with mug holder

black lap board with mug holder

yellow lap board
with drink holder
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